Board 1

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B

I

We plan to make that
a priority at a later
time

Fullness of time
(several variants)

Our intent is to have We're waiting to hear
that in a future
back from
release
development

We hear what you're
saying, and we'd like
to do that, but it's a
case of priorities and
resources

Statement in time
(several variants)

That's on my team's
short list

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers

N

It's too expensive to We'll take that back
QA
(FREE SPACE)

We're seeing growth
in new emerging
markets. So our
Let's take that offline
attention is very
much focused in that
space

It's been SPR'd

G

O
We are committed to
the Lotus
Domino/Notes
engine

Well, this is a new
problem for me, I'll
see what I can do

We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

Use DIIOP

We are committed to
keeping Sametime
chat on Notes

Could you please
PMR that?

Domino can't do
what we want for that
product

We're seeing
Lotus Development
That works on
We are looking for
Have you tried doing
quarter-on-quarter
decided it is working Windows, did you try the Community to do
that in XPages?
growth, so we're OK
as designed
that?
that
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Board 2

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B

I

That works on
That's on my team's
Windows, did you try
short list
that?

We're moving that to Have you tried doing
Websphere
that in XPages?

N

G

O

We are committed to
the Lotus
Domino/Notes
engine

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers

It's too expensive to
QA

Could you please
PMR that?

We're seeing growth
in new emerging
markets. So our We'd love to get your
attention is very
feedback on that
much focused in that
space

We are looking for
We're seeing
We plan to make that
the Community to do
quarter-on-quarter
a priority at a later
We'll take that back
that
growth, so we're OK
time
(FREE SPACE)

“What do you mean
DXL doesn't roundtrip yet?”

We hear what you're
saying, and we'd like
Domino can't do
to do that, but it's a what we want for that
case of priorities,
product
and resources

We're waiting to hear
back from
development

Fullness of time
(several variants)

It's been SPR'd

We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

Lotus Development
decided it is working
as designed

Our intent is to have
that in a future
release

Statement in time
(several variants)

Use DIIOP
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Board 3

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B

We hear that a lot
with IMAP

I

We plan to make that Domino can't do
a priority at a later what we want for that
time
product

We are committed to
the Lotus
We'll take that under
Domino/Notes
advisement
engine

It's been SPR'd

N

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers

G

O

Statement in time
(several variants)

That works on
Windows, did you try
that?

The analytics in
Vulcan are superb

“I'll let Ed answer
that”

Lotus Development We're moving that to
We couldn't repeat it That's on my team's
decided it is working
Websphere
in the lab
short list
as designed
(FREE SPACE)

We're waiting to hear We are committed to
We'd love to get your Have you tried doing
back from
keeping Sametime
feedback on that
that in XPages?
development
chat on Notes

We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

We hear what you're
We're seeing
Our intent is to have
saying, and we'd like
It's too expensive to
quarter-on-quarter
that in a future
We'll take that back to do that, but it's a
QA
growth, so we're OK
release
case of priorities,
and resources
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Board 4

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B

I

It's too expensive to
QA

The analytics in
Vulcan are superb

We plan to make that
Project Vulcan
a priority at a later improves upon that
time
capability

We'll take that under Have you tried doing
advisement
that in XPages?

We're moving that to
Websphere

It's been SPR'd

We hear what you're
saying, and we'd like We are committed to
to do that, but it's a keeping Sametime
case of priorities,
chat on Notes
and resources

N

G

Our intent is to have We're waiting to hear
that in a future
back from
release
development

O

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers

We are committed to
Domino can't do
the Lotus
We couldn't repeat it
what we want for that
Domino/Notes
in the lab
product
engine

IBM is listening
(FREE SPACE)

That works on
We'd love to get your
Windows, did you try
feedback on that
that?

We're seeing
Lotus Development
quarter-on-quarter decided it is working
growth, so we're OK
as designed

Fullness of time
(several variants)
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Well, this is a new
problem for me, I'll
see what I can do

We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

We hear that a lot
about IMAP

Board 5

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B
We hear what you're
saying, and we'd like
to do that, but it's a
case of priorities,
and resources

I

We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

N

G

O

We're seeing growth
in new emerging
We'll take that under
markets. So our
We couldn't repeat it
advisement
attention is very
in the lab
much focused in that
space

We're working on
Domino can't do
That works on
We're seeing
Our intent is to have
that, it will improve
what we want for that Windows, did you try quarter-on-quarter
that in a future
over the next few
product
that?
growth, so we're OK
release
releases

Statement in time
(several variants)

We'd love to get your
feedback on that

“I'll let Ed answer
that”

Have you tried doing
that in XPages?

The functionality
described in our
products remains
that of IBM's sole
discretion
(FREE SPACE)

Our intent is to
remain committed to We plan to enhance
the Lotus
that capability in
Domino/Notes
Project Vulcan
engine

We plan to make that We're waiting to hear
a priority at a later
back from
time
development

Fullness of time
(several variants)

Well, this is a new We are committed to
Lotus Development
Websphere improves
problem for me, I'll keeping Sametime
decided it is working
that capability
see what I can do
chat on Notes
as designed

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers
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Board 6

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B

Information
mentioned here is
not a commitment

I

We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

N

G

We're seeing growth
in new emerging
We are committed to
markets. So our
We'll take that back
keeping Sametime
attention is very
chat on Notes
much focused in that
space

Project Vulcan
That will be
That's on my team's
Have you tried doing
targets opportunities enhanced in a future
short list
that in XPages?
for your Notes users
release

Could you please
PMR that?

We're seeing
quarter-on-quarter
growth, so we're OK

Use DIIOP
(FREE SPACE)

Statement in time
(several variants)

Domino can't do
what we want for that
product

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers

We hear what you're
saying, and we'd like We plan to make that
to do that, but it's a a priority at a later
case of priorities,
time
and resources

O

It's been SPR'd
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Fullness of time
(several variants)

Lotus Development
We'll take that under
decided it is working
advisement
as designed

We hear that a lot
about IMAP

We are committed to
the Lotus
Domino/Notes
engine

That works on
We're waiting to hear
Windows, did you try
back from
that?
development

Board 7

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B

I

It's too expensive to
QA

The analytics in
Vulcan are superb

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers

G

O

Our intent is to have We're waiting to hear Domino can't do
that in a future
back from
what we want for that
release
development
product

We're seeing growth
in new emerging
We're seeing
We are committed to
That is on my team's
markets. So our
quarter-on-quarter
keeping Sametime
short list
attention is very
growth, so we're OK
chat on Notes
much focused in that
space

Well, this is a new
problem for me, I'll
see what I can do

We hear that a lot
about IMAP

We plan to make that
a priority at a later
time

IBM is listening

Statement in time
(several variants)

N

Project Vulcan
improves the enduser experience
(FREE SPACE)

We're moving that to
Websphere

It's been SPR'd

Lotus Development
We'd love to get your
We couldn't repeat it
decided it is working
feedback on that
in the lab
as designed

We hear what you're
saying, and we'd like
We'll take that under
to do that, but it's a
advisement
case of priorities,
and resources
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We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

That works on
Windows, did you try
that?

Board 8

Product Manager BINGO – LS11
B

I

“I'll let Ed answer
that”

Statement in time
(several variants)

We aren't hearing
that from our
customers

We hear that a lot
about IMAP

We plan to make that
a priority at a later
time

IBM is listening

G

O

Our intent is to have We're waiting to hear Domino can't do
that in a future
back from
what we want for that
release
development
product

“What do you mean
That is on my team's
DXL doesn't roundshort list
trip yet?”

Well, this is a new
problem for me, I'll
see what I can do

The analytics in
Vulcan are superb

N

“We're working on
We are committed to
that, it will improve
keeping Sametime
over the next few
chat on Notes
releases”

Would love to have a
conversation with We're moving that to
you later on this
Websphere
(FREE SPACE)

It's been SPR'd

Lotus Development
We'd love to get your
We couldn't repeat it
decided it is working
feedback on that
in the lab
as designed

We hear what you're
saying, and we'd like
Lotus is our social
to do that, but it's a
collaboration brand
case of priorities,
and resources
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We intend to keep
Traveler on Notes

That works on
Windows, did you try
that?

